IN RECOGNITION OF BENJAMIN DONALD KRALL’S SERVICE
TO THE STUDENT BODY

WHEREAS, Director Krall’s defining attributes are his love
for hockey, the State of Minnesota, and poorly performing
athletic teams; and

WHEREAS, No one has told Director Krall that the North
Stars left Minnesota; and

WHEREAS,...UMMM!; and

WHEREAS, hunting; and

WHEREAS, for years Student Senate has complained about the
noise coming from Davies Theatre during meetings; and

WHEREAS, in actuality that noise is Director Krall’s voice
echoing from every orifice of Davies; and

WHEREAS, Krall’s not afraid of the Big Bad Wolf; and

WHEREAS, Krall is the Big Bad Wolf; and

WHEREAS, and he will knock your house down; and

WHEREAS, Krall lives above a certain sandwich shop on Water
Street; and

WHEREAS, he also has his sandwiches delivered; and
WHEREAS, and doesn’t feel like he needs to tip because “I’m just right upstairs!” and
WHEREAS, so go get your own damn sandwich ya cheap lazy bum
WHEREAS, “They’re closed, Erbs and Gerbs is closed! I mean the lights are even off!” and
WHEREAS, Director Krall drives a Honda Civic; and
WHEREAS, this is to offset the carbon footprint of his job;
and
WHEREAS, Director Krall’s relationship with his job is really tenuous at best; and
WHEREAS, “Pick up a student? But I just bought soup!” and
WHEREAS, Director Krall might actually be at work right now; and
WHEREAS, it’s just so darn hard to tell; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall is a member of a certain secret society of which I don’t think I need to mention the name; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall does have a funny hat and enjoys riding tiny bicycles; and
WHEREAS, neither of those has anything to do with him being a Mason; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall told us he went to Washington D.C. for capstone research; and
WHEREAS, he was actually trying to track down Nicholas Cage and steal the Declaration of Independence; and

WHEREAS, Disney wrote Director Krall's character out of that Movie; and

WHEREAS, they just couldn’t make the acoustics works; and

WHEREAS, “THIS BALL IS FLAT, I can’t kick it very far;” and

WHEREAS, “You’re literally the only person having trouble kicking it...I mean it’s called a kickball;” and

WHEREAS, “GOTTA STAY FAIR!;” and

WHEREAS, we’ve noticed several similarities between Director Krall and John Madden; and

WHEREAS, Director Krall is a well known proponent of the Turducken and

WHEREAS, Director Krall still thinks the 8 legged turkey is “all natural;” and

WHEREAS, thanks to ITC Director Krall the video feed of Student Senate comes with color commentary, a yellow pen, freeze frame and instant replay; and

WHEREAS, “Director Krall, what did you think of that vote?;” and

WHEREAS, “(insert madden rambling noise) BOOM!;” and

WHEREAS, “Is this meeting over yet, I’ve gotta get home to watch RAW;” and
WHEREAS, RRRRAAAAAAAAWWWWWW!; and

WHEREAS, “You can’t watch NASCAR, I need to watch wrestling!;” and

WHEREAS, Ben Krall: hipster, hockey fan, hillbilly; and

WHEREAS, “Hey, you guys hear community is coming back;” and

WHEREAS, six season and a movie; and

WHEREAS, before Director Bernardy knew Director Krall he saw him shooting around in McPhee; and

WHEREAS, Director Bernardy thought Director Krall might be a basketball player; and

WHEREAS, hindsight, it’s a beautiful thing; and

WHEREAS, (inception button); and

WHEREAS, Director Krall is always three levels deep; and

WHEREAS, reciprocity agreements were not supposed to cover Canadian citizens, we have no idea how Krall got here; and

WHEREAS, Canadian Special Administrative Province of Minnesota, or as Director Krall calls it, home eh; and

WHEREAS, after discovering its many uses, such as hauling lumber or softball equipment, his dream car has been nothing less than a Subaru; and

WHEREAS, after decades of highly technical study, scientists have finally determined that Ben Krall can, in fact, be as loud as seven people; and
WHEREAS, AND A LITTLE BIT SOFTER NOW...AND A LITTLE BIT SOFTER NOW; and

WHEREAS, Ben Krall dreams of some day being a radio DJ; and

WHEREAS, Ben “Bad Wolf” Krall, bringing all the hits to rural southern Minnesota each and every day, 3am – 6am; and

WHEREAS, HAWOOOOOOOOOOOO! Bad Wolf; and

WHEREAS, Director Krall looks forward to his future career: the only DJ in the upper Midwest that can reach all of southern Minnesota without the aid of radio equipment; and

WHEREAS, in a close call, Director Krall almost walked out of his house wearing a shirt that did not match his shoes; and

WHEREAS, to be fair, his hoodie did match his tie...hipster: accomplished; and

WHEREAS, Director Krall has finally admitted that he is part of the one percent; and

WHEREAS, no word yet from the rest of the one percent on how they feel about that; and

WHEREAS, “did you ever hear about that semi-forgettable moment in my life? You did? Ten times before hih? Alright, I’ll tell you again;” and

WHEREAS, neighbors have reported excess noise coming from his apartment only to realize it’s his inner monologue; and
WHEREAS “Hey, so who wants me to list all 10 hockey teams
in the NCHA...no...alright let me list them;” and
WHEREAS, “WAIT WAIT WAIT, MY OBSCURE POP CULTURE REFERENCE
IS WAY MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHATEVER IT IS YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT
RIGHT NOW;” and
WHEREAS,...UMMMM!; and
WHEREAS, in a commitment to healthy living Director Krall
purchased a gym membership on Feb. 23 2012 and dutifully used it
every other day until Feb. 25 2012; and
WHEREAS, Ben Krall is the only person who has ever been to
New York City; and
WHEREAS, Ben Krall could have enjoyed his trip to New York
City had kids not used the Senate printer for non-Senate work in
his absence; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall is a potential lawsuit that happens
to be walking about; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall has served as a true leader
throughout his time in Student Senate, and a valuable member of
the team; and
WHEREAS Director Krall has served as a Senator,
Intergovernmental Affairs Director and Information Technology
Commission Director; and
WHEREAS, Director Krall will be remembered for his admirable service to students, his dedication to advocacy and his advancing the cause of student input throughout his career; and

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that Student Senate officially recognizes Benjamin Donald Krall’s continued and dedicated service to the student body of the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the students of UW-Eau Claire owe a debt of gratitude to Ben Krall; and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that upon passage a copy of this resolution be placed in Ben Krall’s permanent education file.

SUBMITTED BY:
Mark Morgan, Student Body Vice President and Senate Personnel
May 7, 2012